
  
 
 
 

 

 
 

High Value Theft Targeted (HVTT) Level 2 Security 
     
 
Risk Analysis for HVTT LEVEL 2 Cargo 
  
HVTT (High Value Theft Targeted) is defined as cargo which is high value, can be handled without great difficulty, 
and can be sold on the illicit market.  HVTT Level 1 is considered to have the highest level of theft risk thus cargo 
is at constant theft risk while in transit. Examples of HVTT Level 2 commodities include high-end clothing, 
cosmetics, perfumes, personal care goods, high end foodstuffs such as shrimp, lobster and some meats, high 
end metals (especially copper), scrap metal, general consumer electronics such as televisions and computer 
peripherals, over the counter (OTC) drugs, and jewelry/accessories.       
 
HVTT cargo is at the most risk when passing through or stopping at high risk locations or geographical areas.  
According to leading authorities in cargo theft, such areas have historically included Southern California, Dallas 
and Houston, Memphis, Chicago, Atlanta, Miami, New York, New Jersey and Toronto, Canada, as well as 
Mexico, Central America, Brazil, South Africa, and much of Europe.  Data on cargo theft patterns is openly 
available from sources such as Sensitech and the Transported Assets Protection Association (TAPA) but, is 
subject to rapid changes. Thus this should be reviewed regularly. Some U.S. cities such as Portland, Seattle, 
Minneapolis, New York, and Chicago with recent large scale civil unrest are considered to be at the highest risk 
during transit and routing through these areas should be avoided where practicable.    
 
 
Security Considerations for Shippers and Carriers 
 
1. Use designated carriers known to the shipper only that provide documentation of existing security protocols 

and procedures including employee screening, driver security training, and emergency response protocols.  
 

2. Avoid subcontracting unless the subcontracted carrier has also been screened, is known to the shipper and is 
subject to the same security requirements as the primary carrier. 

 
3. Minimize routing HVTT cargo through high risk areas, reduce the number of stops, plan necessary stops in 

the safest possible locations, and minimize or eliminate transit over weekends and holidays when cargo is 
most at risk.  (Risk by days of the week may vary by country or region). 
 

4. Limit the number of people who know HVTT load logistics details to only those necessary and secure all 
logistical details from access by those not authorized. 
 

5. Arrange for pre-notice for all HVTT loads to avoid fraudulent pick-up.  Detailed identifying information on the 
tractor, trailer, and driver should be provided to the shipper (or shipper’s agent) in advance of delivery. No 
load should be released to any driver not pre-identified.  Detailed information the tractor, trailer, and driver 
should be recorded at pick-up and be accessible for police should it be needed.   
 

6. Establish procedures to confirm the identification of drivers, including photographing the driver’s license or an 
official company identification, obtaining the driver’s signature and printed name on shipping documents. If 
possible, this should include a driver photograph and fingerprint when the load is picked up.  Drivers must 
also arrive with a pick-up number previously provided by the shipper.   
 



  
 
 
 

 

7. Insist that drivers sign off on a form confirming that they have no known reason to stop including meals, fuel, 
vehicle condition, repairs, bathroom breaks, or personal convenience prior to driving at least 200 miles or to 
the point of delivery.   
 

8. Do not leave loads unattended. Prohibit stopping in transit except for emergencies or at planned locations for 
fuel or bathroom breaks. Use TAPA Certified Secure Parking areas (Europe).  
 

9. Fit tractors with audible alarms for unauthorized entry, two-way communication system, satellite navigation 
system, silent alarms (panic buttons) in reach of drivers, and, covert tracking systems and antennas.  
Tracking systems should be capable of utilizing at least two methods of signaling where available.  
 

10. Use hard-sided trailers for all loads.   
 

11. Track shipments in route continuously by a monitoring center with position confirmed not less than every five 
minutes.  Routes should be geo-fenced and set to alarm in case of deviation from planned routes or 
schedules.  Alarms should also include unhooking of the trailer, tracking device tampering, truck stoppage, 
tracker battery status and trailer door opening.  Protocols should be in place to respond to alarms.        
 

12. For FTL shipments, a tamper evident seal that meets the ISO 17712 standard should be attached to the 
trailer doors.  The serial number on the seal should be recorded on the shipping documents and confirmed at 
delivery.  Both the driver and the shipper, or shipper/s representative, should be present when the seal and 
lock are applied and removed.   
 

13. Use high quality stainless steel security locking devices such as built-in locks or mobile heavy weight locking 
devices with integral locks with all truck / trailer doors (no chains, cables, light-weight bars, removable bolts, 
etc.) and utilized during the entire journey.  Locks can be electronically or manually operated and should be 
designed to resist defeat for not less than ten minutes with hand tools.   
 

14. Define a response protocol should an emergency occur that places the cargo at risk.  In case of accident, 
breakdown or driver illness, the carrier should arrange for on-site security.  In case of theft, procedures should 
be in place continuously to coordinate with law enforcement and provide them with necessary tractor, trailer, 
load and driver identity information.   
 

15. Communicate restrictions on load drop times- e.g. loads should never be dropped awaiting unloading or kept 
in yard storage over weekends or holidays unless the procedure and location is approved by the shipper and 
carrier and the storage yard is equipped with bonded guards, security fencing, bright lighting, and live CCTV 
monitoring capable of recording identifying detail in the yard and at the gate(s).  CCTV cameras should be 
digital and record all images in a secure location.   Dropped trailers in approved yards should be equipped 
with pin locks, landing gear locks or brake-line locks.  Glad hand locks are not recommended.  If left attached 
to the tractor, the tractor should be immobilized with steering gear locks, air-line locks, and/or audible cab 
alarms.   
 

16. For shipments that are to be routed through geographical regions considered to be at severe risk for cargo 
theft (such parts of Mexico, Brazil or South Africa), additional security measures may be recommended.  
Please consult with your regional Marine Loss Control Engineering manager for details or further questions. 

 
 
 
For further information, please contact your local Marine Loss Control Engineering team.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



  
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The information, suggestions and recommendations contained herein are for general informational purposes only. This information has been 
compiled from sources believed to be reliable.  Risk Consulting Services do not address every possible loss potential, law, rule, regulation, 
practice or procedure.  No warranty, guarantee, or representation, either expressed or implied, is made as to the correctness or sufficiency of 
any such service.  Reliance upon, or compliance with, any recommendation in no way guarantees any result, including without limitation the 
fulfillment of your obligations under your insurance policy or as may otherwise be required by any laws, rules or regulations.  No responsibility 
is assumed for the discovery and/or elimination of any hazards that could cause accidents, injury or damage.   The information contained 
herein should not be construed as financial, accounting, tax or legal advice and does not create an attorney-client relationship.   
 
American International Group, Inc. (AIG) is a leading global insurance organization. AIG member companies provide a wide range of property 
casualty insurance, life insurance, retirement solutions, and other financial services to customers in more than 80 countries and jurisdictions. 
These diverse offerings include products and services that help businesses and individuals protect their assets, manage risks and provide for 
retirement security. AIG common stock is listed on the New York Stock Exchange. 

 
Additional information about AIG can be found at www.aig.com | YouTube: www.youtube.com/aig | Twitter: @AIGinsurance 
www.twitter.com/AIGinsurance | LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/aig. These references with additional information about AIG have been 
provided as a convenience, and the information contained on such websites is not incorporated by reference herein. 

 
AIG is the marketing name for the worldwide property-casualty, life and retirement, and general insurance operations of American International 
Group, Inc. For additional information, please visit our website at www.aig.com. All products and services are written or provided by 
subsidiaries or affiliates of American International Group, Inc. Products or services may not be available in all countries and jurisdictions, and 
coverage is subject to underwriting requirements and actual policy language. Non-insurance products and services may be provided by 
independent third parties. Certain property-casualty coverages may be provided by a surplus lines insurer. Surplus lines insurers do not 
generally participate in state guaranty funds, and insureds are therefore not protected by such funds. 
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